Patent Reform Act 2009

Inside the fight over
US patent reform

While many may argue that it never
really went away, the patent reform
debate is now firmly back on the
agenda in the US following the
reintroduction to Congress of
legislative proposals for change
By Sara-Jayne Adams
Since Representatives Conyers and Smith
and Senators Leahy and Hatch resurrected
the Patent Reform Act in both the House
and Senate in March 2009, heated debate
has been reignited about what this
contentious piece of legislature could mean
for patent holders. As the most
controversial elements that led the act to
gridlock in the Senate last year have been
retained, such as changes to the way in
which damages are calculated, only time
will tell whether its fate will be any
different from its predecessor’s.
The battle lines between supporters and
opponents are clearly drawn. The argument
has been characterised as pitting high-tech
against pharma, but there are many other
factions involved – understandably so,
given the sweeping nature of the proposed
reforms. On one side of the debate are
those who claim that the legislation in its
current form would lead to the devaluing of
patents and would be of great detriment to
the US economy. On the other are those for
whom the act’s passage onto the statute
books would signal the end of what they
believe to be vague and uncertain rules for
the calculation of damages awards, and a
reduction in what they see as frivolous
suits brought by non-practising
entities/patent trolls.
In order to hear out the arguments on
all sides, IAM asked some key players to
www.iam-magazine.com

give us their views on the proposed Patent
Reform Act and, in particular, to consider
the following questions:
• Does the US need legislative patent
reform or is the system already
undergoing substantial change?
• Do you support the Patent Reform Act
as it is currently worded?
• Are you sympathetic to arguments that
the bill in its current form would
reduce patent value and result in job
losses?
• Is it likely that agreement can be
reached on areas of contention so that
the act will be passed into law?
• Which parts of the current US patent
system do you think need reforming?
As the responses featured below bear
out, there are many different takes on the
proposed legislation. Whether a middle
ground can be reached – and a balance
struck that is acceptable to all users of the
patent system – remains to be seen.

Marc Adler
Member, Patent Public Advisory
Committee, US
I generally support the recently reintroduced Senate bill, but still have some
reservations about whether apportionment
of damages legislation is needed and have
concerns about the omission of a provision
to address inequitable conduct. I have no
sympathy for those arguments that suggest
that the bill, should it be passed in its
current wording, will lead to job losses and
reduce the value of patents.
Unfortunately, I think it unlikely that
agreement will be completely reached on
the most contentious aspect of the bill –
namely, the apportionment of damages.
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Mary Doyle
Senior Vice President, General Counsel
and Secretary, Palm Inc, US
Gary Griswold
Chairman, Coalition for 21st Century
Patent Reform, US

However, the codification of the Georgia
Pacific factors and the gatekeeper language is
an acceptable compromise, and with that I am
hopeful that the bill can be passed into law.
Still needed are additional patent law
harmonisation measures, such as first
inventor to file and inequitable conduct
reform. In addition, reforms are needed to
provide guarantees for full PTO funding as
well as USPTO administrative and
management changes to improve quality,
eliminate backlogs and achieve 18-month
pendency.

Mary Doyle
Senior Vice President, General Counsel
and Secretary, Palm Inc, US
In the last two years, patent litigation
against Palm has almost tripled. Virtually all
claims are filed by entities that do not make
or sell a product or service. In most of these
cases it would take considerable gymnastics
for a judge or jury to recognise the subject
patents as related to Palm products at all.
And in many of these cases, the patents
involved suffer from obvious validity
defects. I believe the principal motivation
for these litigants is the potential for
excessive damages awards. This in turn is
the result of a decline in the quality of
patents that have issued from the USPTO,
the development of favourable venues for
the litigation of patents and the lack of
concrete guidance for the calculation of
patent royalties.
As a noted innovator but sometime
underdog in the world of mobile devices,
Palm relies every day on the patent system’s
protection for inventors, including the right
to fair and just awards where infringement
is found. However, our economy has
fundamentally changed in the 50 years since
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the US Congress last addressed the patent
laws. Innovation in the technology sector
has resulted in products that are defined
not by one invention, but by hundreds if
not thousands. The Palm smartphone is
one small example. The rate of patent
filings has ballooned. Business models that
depend on serial patent litigation have
multiplied.
Our current patent system was not
designed to manage these challenges. The
USPTO is flooded with applications. In
most cases it takes several years for a patent
to issue. And though the PTO has made
significant efforts to improve the quality of
the tens of thousands of patents that issue
each year, if only by the law of averages,
many more weaker patents manage to
survive the process. Increasing patent
litigation has spawned patent-friendly
courts and the dearth of guidance on the
subject of patent damages has resulted in
awards that can exceed the profit earned by
the alleged infringer, let alone the value of
the patented invention’s contribution to
one small component of the product.
We are also convinced that legislative
patent reform will result in job creation. An
independent report released by leading
business economist Dr Everett M Ehrlich
concludes that if Congress fails to enact
meaningful patent reform, 150,000 hightech jobs will be lost. The study also
indicates that if the Patent Reform Act of
2009 is passed, 100,000 high-tech jobs
will be created. The study demonstrates
that reforming our patent law will enable
American companies to dedicate more
resources to innovation and the creation of
new jobs, which will in turn stimulate the
nation’s economy at a time when we can ill
afford the alternative.
Palm endorses the following key
reforms: a new standard for the award of

The current
economic climate,
as well as the new
patent system
realities, should
drive stakeholders
towards consensus
and agreement
www.iam-magazine.com
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Chris Mercer
Immediate Past President of the European Patent Institute, UK

There are parts of the proposed legislative
patent reform that I support and parts that I
do not. For instance, in the House Bill, there
are provisions on post-grant re-examination
and post-grant challenge to validity. It is not
clear why both provisions are necessary.
I welcome what appears to be an attempt to
go over to a first-to-file system, but at the
same time I see no attempt to remove the
bar on an inventor’s own publications from
being prior art. I also support the proposal to
remove interferences. In a number of cases,
I think the wording of the bill needs to be
substantially improved to ensure that the
desired effect is actually produced. I do,
however, appreciate that there are a number
of areas – such as the prior art effect of
certain documents and the first-to-invent
system – which will not be addressed by any
proposed administrative changes (even if
they are allowed to be made), and so
legislative patent reform is needed.
The main purpose of a patent is to keep
others out of the market or to derive
licensing income, not to obtain damages in
litigation. I think that it will still be possible to
achieve these under the proposed
legislation. However, within the bill, there
seem to be some very contentious proposals
which may make it difficult for the legislation
to be passed. The change to the first-to-file

patent royalties that ties the award more
directly to the value of the invention;
deterrence of forum shopping; and
provision of adequate funding to the PTO so
that it can fulfil its mission.

Gary Griswold
Chairman, Coalition for 21st Century
Patent Reform, US
Our coalition of 50 companies from more
than 16 different industry sectors believes
that reforms to US patent laws are needed
and we are dedicated to working towards
that end. The system is undergoing
substantial change, particularly in the
courts, but we need legislation to address
issues like USPTO operations, enhancement
of patent quality and harmonisation. The
current economic climate, as well as the
new patent system realities, should drive
stakeholders towards consensus and
agreement.
www.iam-magazine.com

system could be held to be unconstitutional
and the proposals on damages could be
argued by some to be too significant to be
allowed.
As far as reform goes, I would like to see
the US go over to the first-to-file system,
with no interference procedure and a single
post-grant challenge procedure in the
USPTO, while retaining the right to challenge
validity in court proceedings. I would also
like to see the US adopt a definition of the
prior art which is consistent with those of the
other major patent jurisdictions.

S 515 is a constructive first step
towards achieving meaningful reform and
it has many favourable elements, but the
damages language as introduced is
unacceptable to our coalition companies.
Subject to certain technical amendments,
the 21st Century Coalition supports the
provisions that would:
• Adopt the first-inventor-to-file
principle.
• Expand the grounds for inter partes reexamination to include statements of
the patent owner in prior proceedings –
but not challenges on the basis of prior
use and sale.
• Expand the opportunity for the public to
submit publications to the USPTO.
• Permit interlocutory appeals – but only
from denied, dispositive summary
judgment motions where they are not
duplicative of earlier appeals.
• Permit the Director to set fees if
accompanied by statutory protection
assuring their use for the USPTO.
Intellectual Asset Management May/June 2009 11
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There are provisions that the coalition
strongly opposes, such as the damages
methodology, as it heavily favours
infringers over inventors. Specifically,
provisions intentionally designed to reduce
damages, such as “prior art subtraction”,
should not be part of any patent reform
enacted by Congress.
The Coalition considers the provisions
relating to wilful infringement as
unnecessarily retarding, and perhaps
disrupting, the orderly case law
development of the “objective
recklessness” standard as contemplated by
In re Seagate. Provisions relating to venue
are also deemed unnecessary in view of In
re TS Tech Corp, which will discourage
forum shopping by facilitating the transfer
of cases to districts with substantial
contacts with the cause of action.
There is an undeniable link between
patents on the one hand and research,
development and innovation that lead to
job growth on the other. The provisions in
the bill that devalue patents will have a
direct, adverse effect on the ability of US
industry to make the investments
necessary to keep and grow jobs in
America.
To stimulate innovation and job
growth, we need legislation that will ensure
that companies with deserving inventions
resulting from their research and
development expenditures receive prompt,
high-quality examination by the USPTO,
and that patents issued provide a firm
foundation on which to build a business.
The bill’s current damages language does
not provide the patent protection that
companies need for their inventions to
justify making the kinds of investments in
them on which future growth is to be
founded.

Mark VB Partridge
Partner, Pattishall, McAuliffe, Newbury,
Hilliard & Geraldson LLP, US
Recent developments suggest that reform is
occurring in the courts, rendering legislative
correction potentially unnecessary and
possibly unwelcome in many respects.
Witness, for example, recent Supreme Court
and Federal Circuit cases like KSR (in which
the obviousness standard was fine tuned),
Bilski (a decision likely to make business
patents harder to secure), and In re Seagate
(which raised the standard of intent required
to show wilfulness).
Statutory patent reform, like any other
legislative fix, can be mischievous.
12 Intellectual Asset Management May/June 2009

Alexander Poltorak
Chairman and CEO, General Patent Corporation, US

I am fundamentally opposed to the proposed
Patent Reform Act of 2009. The proposed
reforms cover many issues already addressed
by the courts; they are at best superfluous and
at worst damaging to innovation in the US.
The apportionment of damages, for
example, will result in devaluing patents –
the currency of a knowledge-based
economy – and will make them more difficult
to enforce, which will inevitably slow down
innovation, weaken the economy and
ultimately result in job loss.
We need to strengthen our patent system,
not weaken it; we need to reform it, not
deform it – which is what is going to happen if
this proposed legislation becomes law.
The US patent system does need
legislative reform, but of a completely
different nature – reform that fixes the ills
plaguing the USPTO, modernises patent law,
strengthens patent protection and
encourages innovation. Here are some
reforms worth considering:
• First of all, we need the Congress to clarify
the right of a patent owner to exclude
others – that is, to obtain a permanent
injunction upon the finding of infringement
– regardless of whether the patent owner
practises the patented invention. A patent
is a quid pro quo for invention disclosure,
not practice of the invention.
• We also need the Congress to clarify the
ambiguous status of so-called business
method patents, which has been thrown
in limbo by the recent decision of the
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
(CAFC) in In re Bilski.
• We need to strengthen penalties for wilful
infringement. The current Bill does the
opposite, making it more difficult to prove
wilfulness. This will only encourage

•

•

infringement and promote litigiousness.
The Congress may also wish to consider
a two-tier patent system in order to
address the issues of obviousness, with
which the Supreme Court grappled in the
2008 KSR case. In a single-tier patent
system, break-through inventions are
accorded the same patent protection as
relatively minor improvements, which
makes it impossible to create clear
criteria of obviousness against which
such diverse inventions can be judged.
The ineffective and slow USPTO, which
is clogged with patent applications it
cannot process in a timely manner, is a
serious problem that needs to be
addressed head-on by the legislators...
but it isn’t.

One can only wonder why the Congress
is not addressing real problems and is busy
deforming rather than reforming our patent
code.

Congress is frequently seen as subject to
agency capture and legislation is often seen
as something that well-heeled parties can
purchase from Congress, so long as they
don’t overreach. Courts, on the other hand,
are arguably insulated from industry and
financial pressures. Furthermore, because
courts have no jurisdiction outside of a
legitimate dispute brought by two opposing
parties, a solution built on actual cases and
resulting precedent might be more likely to
address an area of real controversy or
needed reform, rather than amounting to
wish-fulfilment for an industry group.
www.iam-magazine.com
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Mark VB Partridge
Partner, Pattishall, McAuliffe, Newbury,
Hilliard & Geraldson LLP, US

There are, however, mitigating factors –
such as the limit to the jurisdiction of the
court – that make legislative reform
necessary. For example, moving from a firstto-invent to a first-to-file system would
arguably provide better predictability in
patent law by providing an objective priority
standard. Yet because the language of the
Patent Act currently articulates a first-toinvent system, there is nothing the courts
can do to make this change if it is deemed
warranted.
A quick look at the Patent Reform Act
of 2009 indicates that many, if not all, of
the provisions would make it harder for
plaintiffs to prevail in patent litigation and
would limit the damages they could claim if
they did prevail. Sceptics will see this as a
boon to parties who bring suits infrequently
and defend against them often. Patent
owners who rely on litigation (those who
invent but don’t practise) and large damages
(those who have single-patent products like
agri-chem and pharmaceutical companies)
will take a hit and see a weakening of rights.
Patent owners who are more frequently the

target of litigation (those who practise
patents more than they invent) probably
won’t suffer as much.
There are, however, some potentially
positive changes in the Act, although their
implementation may leave something to be
desired. Consider, for example, the postgrant review/expanded re-examination,
which are useful ideas to reduce the impact
of junk patents. They will give would-be
infringers more ways to attack patent
rights, but the benefit of clearing out
questionable patents may be worthwhile.
The risk is that you end up with an
unfunded mandate, where it currently takes
years to get a patent through the PTO.
Heaping more responsibility on examiners
doesn’t necessarily lighten that load.

Brian Pomper
Executive Director, Innovation Alliance, US
Change is already happening in the US
patent system without sweeping
legislation. In recent years, a series of
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Mark Radcliffe
Partner, DLA Piper, US

The view of the need for patent reform varies
dramatically across industries. For example,
the IT industry continues to be concerned
that the current patent system has
fundamental problems, particularly regarding
patent quality and the measurement of
patent damages. However, I am sceptical
about the claims that the Patent Reform Act
of 2009 would lead to direct job losses; but
some of the provisions (eg, damages) would
reduce the value of patents in certain
industries.
I believe that a critical element is
improving the quality of patents. While
quality issues may be addressed in part
through post-grant procedures, the best

approach would be to focus on improving the
initial review by the USPTO. These problems
will be most effectively addressed by ensuring
that the USPTO has the funding necessary to
effectively manage the patent prosecution
process.
Most recently, many of the changes in the
scope of patents have been decided in cases.
However, I believe that such fundamental
policy decisions are best made through a
legislative balancing, rather than the ad hoc
approach which results from case law.
This is the third attempt by Congress to
pass an act on patent reform and I think that
the issues have been sufficiently discussed to
find a compromise.

Supreme Court and Federal Circuit
decisions have shifted the balance of power
between patent holders and alleged
infringers – in each case narrowing the
scope of patent eligibility, rights and
remedies – to the benefit of patent users.
Given the evolving judicial landscape,
Innovation Alliance sees no need for
legislation that would change the
fundamental foundations of US patent law
to address issues the courts are already
addressing.
We view several key provisions of the
bill as problematic, including:
• Damages for infringement: the damage
provision in the 2009 legislation is
essentially a repackaged formulation of
the prior, broadly criticised
apportionment of damages approach –
which Congress rejected as unworkable
during the 1940s and which prominent
federal jurists continue to oppose.
• Post-grant opposition: by significantly
expanding administrative opportunities
to challenge the validity of patents,
including by creating a new quasijudicial opposition procedure, the bill
continues to subject patent holders and
businesses to an unacceptable degree of
additional uncertainty throughout the
life of the patent.
• Venue: the bill fails to take into account
recent case law that directly addresses
the issue raised by proponents of the
legislation. The evidence supporting
this provision of the current bill is
simply out of date and of questionable
value at this point in time.
www.iam-magazine.com

The impact would be to devalue all
patents, invite infringement – including
from companies in China, India and other
countries – and generate more litigation.
There’s a reason why 14 labour unions
recently expressed grave concerns about the
Patent Reform Act in a joint letter to
Congress. The harmful impact it would have
on US employers will only drive innovation
and job growth overseas.
We hope that agreement can be reached
on the areas of contention because the
patent system can and should be improved.
Continued improvements in patent quality
should be an area on which all parties can
agree that efforts ought to be focused. At
the same time, it is crucial that patent
protections not be weakened under the
guise of reform.

Ronald Riley
President, Alliance for American
Innovation, US
The patent system as it now exists is a big
part of what has made America the land of
opportunity. It allows anyone with a good
idea to challenge vested interests. While
those vested interests hate having inventors
nipping at their heels, the truth is that we
keep those companies young and vigorous
in the same way that grandchildren perk up
their grandparents.
This is now the second patent reform
fight and I have spent more than 12 years
building the coalitions which have killed
these bald-faced attempts by patent pirating
Intellectual Asset Management May/June 2009 15
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Herbert C Wamsley
Executive Director, Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO), US

The US needs legislative reform of several
provisions of the patent statute and also
needs to make administrative improvements
in the USPTO. While it is true that the system
has undergone significant changes as a
result of recent decisions of the US Supreme
Court and the US Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit, some of the changes needed
can only be made through legislation, or are
best made through legislation.
Necessary reforms include: changing the
first-to-invent system to first-to-file;
establishing a 12-month post-grant
opposition window; possibly changing the
law on venue for patent infringement suits;
reforming the law of inequitable conduct;
and guaranteeing the USPTO access to all of
the fees paid to it. A variety of administrative
and management reforms are needed in the
USPTO to improve patent quality and speed
the processing of patent applications.
The Intellectual Property Owners
Association (IPO) supports a majority of the
provisions in this year’s patent reform bills, S
515 and HR 1260, which differ slightly from
each other, but the association is urging
Congress to amend the bills before
enactment into law. IPO has supported a
codification of the existing law on patent
damages. Such a codification, combined
with gatekeeper language, might increase
support for the legislation, but it is too early
to say whether agreement will be reached.

companies to steal our work. The
differences of opinion between those pro
and anti the Patent Reform Act are
irreconcilable. The real risk is that
legislators will want to pass a face-saving
bill, and the one thing the big companies
can agree on is shafting us. What big
transnational corporations are promoting is
not true reform. It is an attempt to make
the patent system a king’s sport which will
only serve their interests. As it is,
individual and small business inventors
face staggering odds. This bill would, by
design, finish off the independent inventor.
What they do not realise is that small
business inventors are the bottom of the
food chain and if they kill us, they will kill
the foundation of America’s economic
system. From what I have seen, it looks like
the Obama administration is way too cosy
with a very nasty group of transnational
corporate players. It would be truly ironic if
16 Intellectual Asset Management May/June 2009

Critics of the patent damages language
say the current language would devalue
patents A reduction in the value of patents
that would reduce incentives for research and
development could cause job losses, but I am
confident that Congress will be careful not to
approve any legislation that would endanger
jobs. Supporters say that the damages
language would reduce frivolous lawsuits and
improve the functioning of the system.
Congress has been working on patent reform
for four years and the weak US and global
economies have added a renewed sense of
urgency. I believe it is likely that a bill will be
passed this year or next.

Obama played a role in sending America on
a path to becoming a third-rate power.
As I see it, the patent system has
already seen substantial change in recent
years and no other amendments should be
made until we have had time to evaluate
the impact of these changes. In my
opinion, what really needs to be addressed
is patent office operations. The US Patent
and Trademark Office has suffered from
incompetent management for an extended
time. The problems are classic labour
issues: basically, the equivalent of cranking
up the line speed while refusing to supply
the workers with the tools they need. But
just as important is that the USPTO is no
longer viewed in the inventor community
as a fair arbitrator and it is widely believed
that it is far too prone to promote the
interests of well-heeled players to the
detriment of inventors and their small
businesses.

Bruce Sewell
Senior Vice President and General
Counsel, Intel Corporation, US
www.iam-magazine.com
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Bruce Sewell
Senior Vice President and General
Counsel, Intel Corporation, US
The US patent system is not monolithic:
there are several pieces, interconnected, but
not necessarily interoperable. At the front
end of the system are the rules and
procedures for the prosecution and
maintenance of patents; at the back end we
find the processes related to enforcement
and monetisation. The environment of the
litigation piece of the patent system has
become so toxic that the US Supreme
Court has been obliged to step in over the
last two years and bring some semblance of
balance into the area; while at the front end
the courts have very limited ability to
effect change and hence that area has gone
largely untouched for decades. Both pieces
of the US system are in need of reform. We
need legislative intervention to improve the
prosecution environment and to codify the
recent judicial changes. The bipartisan,
bicameral bill proposed by Senators Hatch
and Leahy and Congressmen Smith and

Conyers is a fair attempt to re-balance the
patent environment and improve the
operation of the patent system.
There are many legitimate and
competing interests at stake in the current
patent reform debate. However, there
seems to be unanimity among all
stakeholders that at least some parts of the
current system are in need of reform and
improvement. Where there is consensus
that some action is necessary but
disagreement over the specific form that
such action should take, and the
consequence of prolonged disagreement is
no action at all, this is a powerful
motivator for reasonable compromise.
Due to our flawed litigation system,
patent values in the US have become
disconnected from any economic reality.
Removing the speculative froth that is
currently inflating the litigation value of
patents and re-grounding that valuation in
a sensible inquiry into what the patent
adds to the prior art is the right thing to
do. I categorically reject the notion that
passage of the Patent Reform Act would
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have a negative impact on US jobs. Quite
the contrary: a lottery mentality based on
the promise of windfall gains promotes a
speculative, quantity-over-quality
approach to intellectual property that
reduces real innovation, inhibits risk taking
and contributes to the overburdening of
the PTO. None of this is good for American
jobs or US competitiveness.

•

Mallun Yen
Vice President, Worldwide Intellectual
Property, Cisco Systems Inc, US
The US Administration expressly calls for
patent reform in its plan to increase
America’s competitiveness, recognising
that action must be taken to “reduce
uncertainty and wasteful litigation that is
currently a significant drag on innovation”.
The Supreme Court has also recognised the
need for reform, taking nine patent cases
since 2002, each of which reversed or
vacated the lower court rulings, with one
dismissed as improvidently granted.
Although the Supreme Court has made
much progress in the areas addressed, it
has not stemmed the flow of nonpractising entities filing cases to exploit
imbalances in a patent system that
overvalues patents, particularly weak ones,
and fosters unmeritorious settlements.
While there continues to be a steady
upward trend in total number of companies
sued, often as part of multi-defendant
cases, the rise in patent cases brought by
non-practising entities in recent years has
been dramatic. In the past five years alone,
we have seen a near quadrupling of our
cases – virtually all brought by entities
with no appreciable business of making or
selling products or services.
The Patent Reform Act is a real
opportunity to drive productive change.
Cisco supports reforming several aspects of
the patent system, including the following:
• Damages: Damages should be tied to
actual harm incurred. A reasonable
royalty award should be based on the
value of the feature that allegedly

•

•

•

infringes rather than the aggregate value
of all other aspects and features of the
overall product.
Wilful infringement: In virtually all of
our cases, the plaintiff seeks enhanced
damages for wilfulness even though in
nearly every instance the first time we
have seen or heard of the patent is well
after our products have been in the
marketplace for years and no reasonable
search would have flagged the patent as
applicable to our products. Cisco
supports reforms that result in the
assessment of enhanced damages when
there is evidence of intentional copying.
Not only will this compensate real
inventions, but it will also result in the
development of better products that will
improve America’s competitiveness as
inventors are freed up to search for
patents and attempt to improve upon
them.
Forum shopping: Because current law
provides that a case may be filed in any
district where the defendant has
committed an act of infringement,
companies whose products are sold
nationwide may be sued in any judicial
district in the country, permitting
plaintiffs to bring suits with impunity in
jurisdictions perceived as more
favourable. Cases should be heard in
venues with a reasonable connection to
the underlying case, and any reform
should prevent gaming by plaintiffs who
incorporate in a location for the sole
purpose of gaining a jurisdictional
advantage.
Post-grant review: A meaningful review
process would be an efficient alternative
to costly litigation and allow the PTO to
confirm with relative speed claims of
strong patents while amending or
rejecting questionable claims in the
context of a proceeding where both
sides have an opportunity to be heard by
those with technical expertise.
PTO training and funding: This is
necessary if we are to improve patent
quality and allow for an effective postgrant review process.

Mallun Yen
Vice President, Worldwide Intellectual
Property, Cisco Systems Inc, US

The rise in patent cases brought by
non-practising entities in recent years
has been dramatic
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